TENTATIVE COUNSELLING SCHEDULE FOR ADMISSION TO MBBS/BDS COURSE 2019-2020 SESSION UNDER NRI QUOTA IN SELF FINANCING MEDICAL COLLEGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>DETAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09.08.2019</td>
<td>02.00 P.M.,</td>
<td>ALL ELIGIBLE NRI CANDIDATES (PLEASE REFER WEBSITE FOR LIST OF NRI CANDIDATES)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GR - GENERAL RANK**

Venue: GOVT. MULTI-SPECIALITY HOSPITAL, OMANDURAR GOVT. ESTATE, CHENNAI – 600 002.

**Dr. G. SELVARAJAN MS., DLO**

**ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL EDUCATION / SECRETARY**

**Note :-**

- SINCE THIS IS FINAL PHASE OF COUNSELLING THE CANDIDATE SHOULD JOIN IN STIPULATED TIME, OTHERWISE THEY SHOULD HAVE TO PAY THE PENALTY.

- **NO INDIVIDUAL CALL LETTERS WILL BE SENT.**

- CANDIDATES SHOULD BE PRESENT **ONE HOUR** PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF COUNSELLING ALONG WITH ONE OF THEIR PARENT AT THEIR OWN COST.

- CANDIDATE SHOULD PRODUCE **THE FOLLOWING ORIGINAL CERTIFICATES**

  1. NEET SCORE CARD.

  2. 10TH STD. MARK SHEET.

  3. HSC/EQUIVALENT MARK SHEET.

  4. TRANSFER CERTIFICATE FROM THE SCHOOL LAST STUDIED.

- THE CANDIDATES WHO HAVE JOINED IN OTHER THAN MBBS COURSE SHOULD PRODUCE “BONAFIDE CERTIFICATE” FROM WHERE THEY ARE STUDYING AT PRESENT.

- SINCE MORE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES ARE BEING CALLED FOR COUNSELLING, ALLOTMENT IS NOT GUARANTEED TO EVERYONE.
- CANDIDATES CAN ATTEND THE COUNSELLING AS PER THE DATE, TIME AND MARK MENTIONED IN THE SCHEDULE.

- CANDIDATE SHOULD PRODUCE A DEMAND DRAFT PAYABLE AT CHENNAI FOR RS.1000/- DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF “SECRETARY, SELECTION COMMITTEE, CHENNAI -10” AT THE TIME OF COUNSELING AS PROCESSING FEE.

- THE CANDIDATES WHO ARE SELECTED AT THE TIME OF COUNSELING SHALL PAY AN AMOUNT OF RS.5,00,000/- (RUPEES FIVE LAKH ONLY) AS REGISTRATION FEE ONLY BY MEANS OF DEMAND DRAFT DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF “THE SECRETARY, SELECTION COMMITTEE, KILPAUK, CHENNAI – 10” PAYABLE AT CHENNAI AT THE TIME OF RECEIPT OF THE ALLOTMENT ORDER.

- AFTER THE RECEIPT OF THE JOINING REPORT FROM THE DEANS OF THE RESPECTIVE COLLEGES THIS AMOUNT WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO THE COLLEGES CONCERNED. THIS FEE IS NOT REFUNDABLE IF THE CANDIDATE DOES NOT JOIN OR DISCONTINUES THE COURSE. REMAINING AMOUNT OF TUITION FEES SHOULD BE PAID IN FULL AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION IN THE RESPECTIVE COLLEGES.

- CANDIDATES WHO ARE CLAIMING TO TAKE SEATS UNDER NRI CATEGORY SHOULD PRODUCE THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ALONG WITH ONE SET OF TRUE COPIES

  ✓ Declaration by the parent (Annexure IX of the Prospectus)
  ✓ Letter from the Indian embassy of respective country under their seal.
  ✓ Copy of Passport of the parent.
  ✓ NRE bank account pass book of the financial supporter.

- If any one of the above document is not produced at the time of verification of certificates, the candidate will not be allowed to take seat under NRI Category.

- CANDIDATES ARE INFORMED TO VIEW THE WEBSITES FOR VACANCY POSITION BEFORE COUNSELLING.

- CANDIDATES SHALL ONLY OPT FOR THE VACANCIES AVAILABLE AT THEIR TURN.

- MOBILE PHONES AND OTHER COMMUNICATION DEVICES ARE NOT ALLOWED IN THE COUNSELING HALL DURING THEIR TURN.